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About This Content

The MTX Gun: A powerful, and normally late game, unlockable gun that fires collectible statues, plushies, and art books for a
nominal fee! - it uses Gungeon money as ammo, so you can pay to win!
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Game needs a lot more work and adding too!!. Da F**k is this? Take me back to the lab. ....Whyyyyyyy?. Excellent artwork,
puzzles, sound, size.. another brilliant game from Daedalic!. has serious performance issues cars feel like a bar of soap on a wet
tile floor the steering has 0 input time between center to full left and full right all in all its not a game i would recommend unless
you played this game before even so you would be better off not buying this version because of the major performance
problems and constant crashing. I'm obviously missing something about this game given all the great reviews - it just doesn't do
it for me.

There's a lot to love about it. It's quirky, and as everyone notes, a quick play to fill some time.

That said - after a handful of play throughs, there just isn't any meat here to chew on. I tried a couple short games to get the
hang of it, but you can't built your ship up enough to withstand any battles, and the game is over so quickly, you better not stray
too far or you'll never make it back to base in time.

Playing longer games was a more enjoyable experience. Here too though, I found it very hard to survive virtually any combat
encounter.

Other than combat, all there really is, is going to each planet and putting whatever "thing" you find there in cargo, every once in
a while trading with a wandering store - presumable trading up for more points at end game. Then even at end game, there's no
winning in the classic sense, just a final tally of your credits based on what you found minus what you owe.

That's pretty much it unless I'm missing something. I generally like quick time fillers, and I love quirky games, but I just can't
find a way to like this one. I don't regret the couple bucks to play it a while, but I doubt it will get much replay from me.. A very
enjoyable game with good aesthetics. Gameplay is a bit short but it's highly replayable.. Pro:
-Nice art style
-good charakter design
-lot's of fetishes
-hints on how to unlock scenes
-easy fights (also see cons)
(-Happy Hand (who brought the game to steam) is very engaged in the community.)

Con:
-The enemies are too weak. Which is good if you just want to complete the story but i guess a hard mode would be a good idea.
-The monster♥♥♥♥♥♥scenes are repetetive ( Every Fain has the same)
-In the♥♥♥♥♥♥scenes the monster sprite is just standing there in default position. Kinda akward^^
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You lose when the wound pile runs out. How many wounds are left? You have to guess!

Awful adaptation of a great game. UI is abysmal.. A nice game with overall good puzzles thats definitely much too short for my
taste. You can rush through it in about 2 hours and i think 10 bucks is a bit much for that.
The graphics is really well made, especially throughout the switching worlds. The story is not bad but could have used more than
only three characters. Especially with the time travel ideas i think they could have done a lot more. I can only remember one
occation where it really felt you had made an impact on a person - and even felt kinda bad for it. I would have loved if they had
put in more of that but the story is pretty short and doesn't have any twists or turns.
So overall - nice puzzle platformer which could have done more

. Hey Kid, do you like being forced through the same nausea inducing game mechanic over and over again? GREAT! This is the
game for you! See that spinning stone in the pit at the 00:47 mark in the trailer? Get ready to do that barely working nauseating
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t about 40 FORTY times.. By King George's beard, what is this nefarious
necessity called Strange Brigade?!

If that amused you, then you'll like this game.

For everyone else-
Its pretty much a straightforward shooter, with the setting being something out of one of the Mummy or Indiania Jones type
movies. It IS very refreshing, and fun, as its not aliens or or another space station or the like. 1930's archeology, with weapons to
match the setting.

Graphics are beautiful, the gameplay is good, it runs smoothly, no bugs that I've seen. On normal difficulty, it is hard, but not so
hard that you can't finish it. Definately more fun when you play it co-op with a friend or more, I'm not sure I'd like it as good
single player. Its worth the price, I got pretty much exactly what I expected. A well done game, that has provided plenty of fun
and entertainment.

Oh, and for the love of pete and Darwins spectacles, the narrarator is hilarious!. A game in three parts - if you like platform
puzzlers then you will enjoy this one. I got just over five hours to completion, so it's not long, but the puzzles are well thought
out. Level 12 I found particularly challenging. Worth a few quid, give it a go!. Always like to support small Indie Game houses.
I know there are more games coming from Yobowargames this year. Quick and easy to play but lots of "Rallying " to deal with.
Fun game great graphics on counters!
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